I. INTRODUCTION
O implement a CDMA system, one need a set of CDMA codes having a desired properties. Usually, there exist more than one set of such sets for given parameters. We desire to find the algorithm to identify all the sets of minimum correlated orthogonal codes [1] - [4] . Similarly, in Optical CDMA multiple sets of minimum correlated one-dimensional uni-polar (optical) orthogonal codes with fixed or variable code parameters are required to increase the channel capacity [5] - [6] and inherent security. The code parameters for one dimensional uni-polar orthogonal codes are code length 'n', code weight 'w', auto-correlation constraint a  and cross- Various one-dimensional optical orthogonal code design schemes for constant weight have been proposed in literature [7] - [13] . These schemes can design single set of optical orthogonal codes corresponding to specific values of code parameters ( , , , ) ac nw. The sets of 1-DUOC with variable or multi-weight parameter have larger cardinality than that of the set with constant code weight parameter [14] . The set of codes with low code weights provide poor BER performance, then the set of codes with large code-weights are desirable. The set of codes having subsets with different code weight parameters can provide multiple QoS (quality of service) as per the need [14] - [20] . The sets of 1-DUOC or OOC with variable or multi code-length parameter can be used for multirate systems employing OOC [5] , [21] - [25] . The 1-DUOC with multi-length and multi-weight provide the multi-class set of 1-DUOC with larger cardinality and inherent security [5] , [26] - [27] for use in multi-rate systems. The general values or unspecified parameters of the codes increase the inherent security of the system by decreasing the probability of generating same set of signature sequences (pattern) or orthogonal codes [27] , unless code parameters are known. It can be said that the sets of 1-DUOC or OOC with general and variable code parameters are needed for systems incorporating OOC for better performance [5] , [6] .
We have designed the single family of minimum correlated multiple sets for fixed code parameters through proposed maximal clique search method. Secondly two or more such families can be found for various length and weight parameters. Finally one set from each family is searched such that it has minimum correlation with all others. These finally searched minimum correlated maximal clique sets of orthogonal codes with multi-length and multi-weight parameters even with equal or unequal values of autocorrelation constraint and cross-correlation constraint can be put in other family. The auto-correlation constraint for the set of codes designed here is never greater than two. The crosscorrelation constraint for set of codes is always equal to one but this may exceeds to two for multiple sets of codes with fixed or variable code parameters representing tradeoff between larger cardinality and better BER performances. Each set has maximum number of codes which is given by upper bound of the set [28] - [33] such that the codes within every set form a maximal clique. In graph theory, a clique is a sub-graph such that each pair of nodes in the sub-graph is connected or adjacent. We can represent all codes as nodes and a link exist between two nodes if cross-correlation is less than or equal to c  . A sub-set of codes where each possible pair of codes has a link between them is the clique set [47] .
In the next section, the basic properties and characteristics of one dimensional uni-polar (optical) orthogonal codes and their multiple maximal clique sets are discussed in brief which have been proposed already in [5] , [6] , [28] - [38] . In section III, the difference of position (DoP) representation and extended DoP (EDoP) matrices of the 1-DUOC are explored with the help of references [6] , [39] - [40] . The section IV describes the method of finding maximum non-zero shift auto-correlation and cross-correlation values of 1-DUOC through conventional method as well as using EDoP matrices of uni-polar codes. In section V, an algorithm to design minimum correlated, maximal clique sets of 1-DUOC with constant as well as variable code parameters, have been proposed with the tabulated results and calculation of computational complexity of the algorithm. The last section compares the results with already proposed schemes and algorithms for constructing the sets of 1-DUOC or optical orthogonal codes (OOC). In the end, future scope and applications of the designed codes have been discussed. [28] The maximum of non-zero shift auto-correlation of uni-polar or binary code X is given as ax  [28] . 
II. ONE DIMENSIONAL UNI-POLAR ORTHOGONAL CODES
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Definition 2.2: [28]
If X P is weighted positions representation (WPR) [36] of unipolar orthogonal code X of length 'n' and weight 'w', the maximum non-zero shift auto-correlation ax  of the code is given as follows. 
Example 2.2(a):
Let the uni-polar code X = [1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0] with code-length 'n'=13, and the code-weight 'w'=4, has its weighted positions representation X P = (0,2,5,9). The circular shifted sequences of the code X, or (a+ X P ) or (b+ X P ) for 0 ( , ) 12, ab  are given as following. [(0,2,5,9), (1,3,6,10), (2, 4, 7, 11) , (3, 5, 8, 12) , [(0,4,6,9) , (1, 5, 7, 10) , (2, 6, 8, 11) , (3, 7, 9, 12) , (0,4,8,10), (1, 5, 9, 11) , (2, 6, 10, 12) , (0,3,7,11), (1, 4, 8, 12) ]. The intersection of these circular shifted weighted position sequences (a+X P ) with (b+X P ) is not greater than 2. Hence the maximum non-zero shift auto-correlation of the code X is equal to 2.
Definition 2.3:[6]
If X P is weighted positions representation [36] of uni-polar orthogonal code X of length 'n' and weight 'w', the maximum non-zero shift auto-correlation ax  of the code is also given as follows.
( ) ( ), (0 1)
Let us take same code X as in examples 2.1(a) and 2.2(a). The intersection of WPR of code X, X P = (0,2,5,9) with circular shifted sequences of X or (a+X P ) is not greater than 2. Hence the maximum non-zero shift auto-correlation ax  of the code X is equal to 2.
Definition 2.4: [28] , [38] Auto-correlation constraint a  for the set of 1-DUOC is always greater than or equal to maximum non-zero shift autocorrelation ax  of every code within the set.  for the set is maximum of (1,2,1,2,2) i.e.,
2.
a   Lemma 2.5: [28] , [38] For code X, the maximum non-zero shift auto-correlation Proof: In the uni-polar code with 2 w  , at least one weighted bit will always overlap with one of the ( 1) n  non-zero circular shifted versions. No uni-polar code with its every nonzero circular shifted version results in '' w overlapped weighted bits. Because '' w overlapping weighted bits occurs only with the codes un-shifted or zero (mod (n)) circular shifted versions. Then the maximum overlapping of code with its non-zero circular shifted versions is less than w i.e. less than equal to ( 1) . w  Hence for the code parameters ( , 2) nw the values of maximum non-zero shift autocorrelation of the codes lies in the range 1 to ( 1) .
w  Definition 2.6: [28] , [38] The maximum cross-correlation of a uni-polar code X with another code Y and all the ( 1) n  circular shifted versions of code Y is defined as cross-correlation cxy  for the pair of 3 codes X and Y [28] , [38] , and satisfies Definition 2.7: [28] If X P and Y P are weighted positions representation (WPR) [36] of uni-polar orthogonal code X and Y respectively with codelength 'n' and weight 'w', the cross-correlation cxy  of the pair of code X and Y is given as follows.
( ) ( ), 0 ( , ) 1. [(0,2,5,9), (1,3,6,10), (2, 4, 7, 11) , (3, 5, 8, 12) ], (0,4,6,9), (1, 5, 7, 10) , (2, 6, 8, 11) , (3, 7, 9, 12) , (0,4,8,10), (1, 5, 9, 11) , (2, 6, 10, 12) , (0,3,7,11), (1, 4, 8, 12) ] The circular shifted sequences of the code Y, or (b+Y p ) with its weighted positions are given as following.
[(0,1,3,9), (1,2,4,10), (2, 3, 5, 11) , (3, 4, 6, 12) , (0,4,5,7), (1, 5, 6, 8) , (2, 6, 7, 9) , (3, 7, 8, 10) , (4, 8, 9, 11) , (5, 9, 10, 12) , (0,6,10,11), (1, 7, 11, 12) , (0,2,8,12)] The intersection of these circular shifted sequences (a+X P ) and (b+Y P ) with its weighted positions is not greater than 2. Hence the cross-correlation cxy  for the code X and Y is equal to 2.
Definition 2.8: [6] If uni-polar code X and Y of length 'n' and weight 'w' are represented with its 'w' weighted positions, the crosscorrelation cxy  of the code is also given as follows ( ) ( ), (0 1) ( ) ( ), (0 1) Definition 2.9: [28] , [38] The cross-correlation constraint Lemma 2.10: [28] , [38] For the pair of 1-DUOC with code-parameters ( , 2) nw , X and Y, the cross-correlation 
Theorem 2.11:
The orthogonality and cardinality of the maximal set of onedimensional uni-polar orthogonal codes are inversely proportional to each other. Proof:
The pair of uni-polar codes with 
Here a   represents largest integer less than equal to a.
which represent maximum number of 1-DUOCs within one set with minimum orthogonality.
For,
 , which represents to minimum number of uni-polar orthogonal codes in one set with maximum orthogonality.
, which is less than the cardinality of maximal set for ( 1) p  , 
Lemma 2.12:
The maximal set of 1-DUOCs with parameters ( , , , ) ac nw forms a maximal clique of codes.
Proof: All the codes in a set are such that every pair of codes is having correlation properties within given range. If the codes are assumed to be nodes, then each node is connected with all others with the given properties. This shows that all the codes within set form a clique. If the cardinality of the set is maximum or equal to upper bound; it means that the formed clique of codes is maximal. A code is chosen and we can keep on adding another code to extend the set so that extended set is a clique. Once it is no more possible to extend the set further, we have achieved a maximal clique.
Theorem 2.13:
For the code parameters ( , , , ) 
III. DIFFERENCE OF POSITIONS REPRESENTATION (DOPR)
Conventionally optical orthogonal codes are represented with their weighted positions [6] , [7] - [14] , which is not a unique representation of the code because weighted positions always change with circular shift of the code. Onedimensional uni-polar orthogonal codes are assumed to be the same with every circular shift of the code [14] for asynchronous use of the code in the multiple access systems. The difference of positions representation ( DoPR) of the code remains same even with circular shift of the code. The DoPR is taken from difference families of optical orthogonal codes discussed in [6] , [39] - [40] .
Lemma 3.1:
The 'w' differences of consecutive weighted positions of one-dimensional uni-polar orthogonal code remain unchanged for every circular shift of the uni-polar code [14] . Proof:
The uni-polar code X with code length 'n' and weight 'w' has 'w' weighted positions. The binary code X can be put on the periphery of the circle in serial order so that last and first bits of the code are adjacent. Now on every circular shift of the binary code around the circle, the difference of second and first weighted position remains same. Similarly for every circular shift of the code, the difference between (j+1) th and j th weighted positions also remains same. Finally, it can be observed that all the 'w' differences of consecutive weighted positions of the code remains unchanged on every circular shift of the code. Here () jw  and difference is calculated under modulo n arithmetic.
The lemma 3.1 gives the idea for unique representation of the code having 'w' differences of consecutive weighted positions of the code. These 'w' difference of consecutive weighted positions of the code is termed as difference of position representation (DoPR) of the code. There are 'w' or less than 'w' circular shifted DoPR of the code. One of these circular shifted DoPR can be standardized to represent the code uniquely. 
Lemma 3.2:
The difference of any two weighted positions of the unipolar code always lies from one to (n-1).
Theorem 3.3: [6]
The sum of all the 'w' differences of consecutive weighted positions or the elements of DoPR of the uni-polar code is always equal to code length 'n' . 
Formation of Standard DoPR of the Code
The one-dimensional uni-polar orthogonal code has a proper representation as DoPR containing 'w' differences of consecutive positions (DoPs). The uni-polar code can be represented by any one of the 'w' circular shifted DoPR. One of these 'w' circular shifted DoPR can be fixed as standard DoPR following the procedure given below.
Step 1. Out of the 'w' circular shifted DoPR, the DoPR with last element greater than other (w-1) DoPs, is selected as standard DoPR of the code.
Example 3.4(a):
Let the uni-polar code with code length n=31, weight w=5, be (2,5,13,4,7) in DoPR. The circular shifted DoPRs are (5,13,4,7,2), (13,4,7,2,5), (4,7,2,5,13), and (7,2,5,13,4). The standard DoPR of the code is (4,7,2,5,13) which has highest element as last one.
Step 2. If after the step '1', the code has more than one DoPR with highest last element but equal to some DoPs of that DoPR, the DoPR with smallest value of first DoP element, is selected as standard DoPR of the code.
Example 3.4(b):
Let the uni-polar code with code length n=31, weight w=5, be (6, 6, 7, 5, 7) in DoPR. The other circular shifted DoPRs of the code are (6, 7, 5, 7, 6 ), (7, 5, 7, 6, 6) , (5, 7, 6, 6, 7) , (7, 6, 6, 7, 5) . The DoPRs selected after step 1 for standard DoPR are (6, 6, 7, 6, 7) and (5, 7, 6, 6, 7) . The standard DoPR of the code is (5, 7, 6, 6, 7) with smaller first element.
Step 3. If in the step '2' we get more than one DoPR with highest last and smallest first DoPs, the DoPR with smaller value of second DoP, is selected as standard DOPR.
Example 3.4(c):
Let the uni-polar code with code length n=31, weight w=5, is (6, 5, 7, 6, 7) in DoPR. The other circular shifted DoPRs of the code are given as follows (5, 7, 6, 7, 6) , (7, 6, 7, 6, 5) , (6, 7, 6, 5, 7) , (7, 6, 5, 7, 6) . The DoPRs selected from step 1 for standard DoPR are (6, 5, 7, 6, 7) and (6, 7, 6, 5, 7) . The step 2 could not standardize the code from two DoPR (6,5,7,6,7) and (6,7,6,5,7) of the code because first element of both DoPR is same and equal to 6. The step third results in the standard DoPR of the code as (6, 5, 7, 6, 7) with smaller second DoP element out of both circular shifted DoPRs.
Step 4. The process may continue till unique and standard DoPR of the code is found, by comparing third, fourth and so on elements in same fashion.
Lemma 3.5:
In the standard DoPR of the unipolar code of length 'n' and 6 weight 'w', the range of first 
( 1) / 2 . 
( 2) / 2 . ( 1)) ww of the code contains not only differences of consecutive weighted positions but also the differences of any two weighted positions of the code.
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Lemma 3.8:
If 'a' is a DoP element of extended DoP matrix of the code, then the DoP element 'n-a' also exist in the same extended 
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IV. THE CALCULATION OF CORRELATION CONSTRAINTS

Auto-Correlation Constraint:
In the conventional method for calculation of maximum nonzero shift auto-correlation as given in definition 2.1, the weighted bits' positions of code X are compared with circular shifted versions of code X. There are ( 1) nn comparisons of binary digits in the calculation of maximum non-zero shift auto-correlation of uni-polar code as given in definition 2.1. The 'n' bits of code X are compared with 'n' bits of each of (n-1) circular shifted versions of code X. These comparisons of weighted bits positions can be further reduced as described below.
Lemma 4.2:
In calculation of the maximum non-zero shift auto-correlation using weighted positions representation (WPR) of the code, 
Lemma 4.3:
For the uni-polar code of length 'n' and weight 'w', the total cases of overlapping pairs of weighted bits of uni-polar code with its circular shifted versions in the calculation of maximum non-zero shift auto-correlation (definition 2.1) are 
Lemma 4.4:
The uni-polar code with code length 'n' and code weight 'w' has 'w' circular shifted versions with first bit as weighted bit of the code. 4,6,9 ). In the calculation of maximum non-zero-shift auto-correlation, total cases of overlapping of weighted bits = first weighted bit overlaps with second, third and fourth weighted bits, i.e three overlapping + second weighted bit overlaps with third, and fourth, i.e. two overlapping + third weighted bit overlaps with fourth weighted bit, i.e. one overlapping = 6 overlapping
Lemma 4.5:
There are 
Lemma 4.6:
Total unrepeated overlapping of weighted bits in the all pairs of codes having first bit as weighted bit are 
Theorem 4.7:
The overlapping of weighted bits of uni-polar code with its every circular shifted version equal to overlapping of weighted bits in all the pairs of the 'w' circular shifted versions with first bit as weighted bit of the code. Proof: As per lemma 4.3, total overlapping of weighted bits of uni-polar code with its every circular shifted versions are 
Similarly for any weight 2 w  the theorem can be verified easily.
Theorem 4.9:
The maximum non-zero shift auto-correlation of the uni-polar code is equal to maximum number of overlapping bits among the pairs of 'w' circular shifted versions with first bit as weighted bit of the code. OR The maximum non-zero shift auto-correlation of the uni-polar code is equal to the maximum number of common DoP elements between two rows of EDoP matrix having zero elements in first column. ..
, the EDoP matrix with zero elements in the first column is formed as follows. 

Or the maximum non-zero shift auto-correlation of the unipolar code is equal to one plus maximum common DoP elements between two rows of EDoP matrix of the code. As any two rows of EdoP matrix with first column having zero elements always has at least one common element which is zero. 
Lemma 4.12:
If there is no common DoP elements in the pair of rows of EDoP matrix of code, the maximum non-zero shift autocorrelation of the code is always equals to one [38] .
Cross-Correlation Constraint:
In the conventional method for calculation of cross-correlation for the pair of uni-polar codes as given in definition 2. These comparisons of weighted bits positions can be further reduced as described below.
Lemma 4.14:
In the calculation of cross-correlation using weighted positions representation (WPR) of the pair of codes, there are 
Theorem 4.19:
The cross-correlation of the uni-polar codes X and Y is equal to maximum overlapping among the pairs of code X and code Y out of the 'w' circular shifted versions with first bit as weighted bit of both the codes. OR The cross-correlation of the uni-polar codes X and Y is equal to maximum common DoP elements between any two rows of EdoP matrices along-with first column with zero elements of code X and code Y respectively. 
Lemma 4.22:
If there is no common DoP elements in the pair of rows of EDoP matrices of the two codes, the cross-correlation of the pair of codes is always equals to one [38] .
Theorem 4.23:
The cross-correlation of the uni-polar code X with code 
